
MINUTES FOR THE VIRTUAL MEETING OF NORTH LEEDS MEDICAL PRACTICE’S PPG 
TUESDAY 22nd MARCH 2022 AT 6.30PM 

 
ATTENDEES: 
Karen Smith   Practice Manager 
Beverley Kite   Chair 
Diana Oakes   Vice Chair 
Philip Elphick   Vice Chair 
Peter Kite 
Rosemarie Harris 
David Harris 
Derek Levy 
Mary Sheridan 
Jaqui Williams Durkin 
Philomena Iqbal 
 
APOLOGIES: 
Mudasar Din 
Bernie Wilson 
Deborah Beirne 
Nirmala Gallia 
Yolande Sowerby 
 
 
Beverley opened the meeting by welcoming everyone and asked if everyone was OK 
with the minutes from the last meeting. Everyone confirmed minutes were accepted as 
issued. 
 
Beverley also introduced Philomena Iqbal, who is also a Treasurer on our Caring Hands 
board, as well as one of the usual volunteers on the activities group, and as the discussion 
regarding the activities mentioned ‘quilling’ and Rosemary had asked what this was (as it 
was misheard as ‘quilting’), Beverley explained that ‘quilling’ is an art form that involves 
the use of strips of paper that are rolled, shaped, and glued together to create decorative 
designs. 
 
Beverley showed everyone the new leaflets – they had to be re-done as the befriending 
service had to be removed since we stopped doing it due to funding. Beverley, however, 
mentioned, especially for Karen’s benefit, that all volunteers continue to visit those they 
have built a relationship with, but on a personal basis, independent of Caring Hands. 
 
Beverley also mentioned to Karen that she had had feedback – and noticed this herself – 
that there’s been a great improvement in the attitude of staff on the phone. As we were 
discussing this, Beverley asked Karen how is Christine settling in at Milan St (*see 
previous meeting’s minutes, from 3 Feb) and Karen confirmed Christine is doing really 
well. 



 
PPG TERMS OF REFERENCE (TOR) 
Beverley reminded us that we always review the TOR before the AGM. The original was 
written in 2015 and Beverley mentioned that the text has now had two amendments: 

• that Leeds Caring Hands has now been registered fully as a charity (the previous 
text stated that it was in progress of being registered), and  

• that members of the PPG are not entitled to – and should not expect – any special 
treatment as patients at the surgery just because they are members of the PPG.  

 
Beverley asked Karen if she was OK with the TOR. Karen said they seemed very cohesive 
and well-put together, and that she was OK with them. 
 
Beverley asked everyone present if they were OK with the amended TOR. Everyone said 
they were. 
 
Beverley added that the next PPG Meeting will be an AGM. Speaking of which, 
Beverley asked, in advance of that meeting, whether anyone wanted to submit their name  
to stand for election as Chair, and if so, please send your name to Karen at 
karen.smith148@nhs.net. The Vote will take place during the next meeting / AGM. 
 
Beverley also talked about budget. At the end of April, the money for the Zoom 
subscription will end (the CCG had approved the budget for 4 months’ worth of Zoom, 
the refreshed PPG leaflets and a one year contract for the PPG phone previously 
purchased for the Loneliness chat line). 
 
The Loneliness Line we set up during the worst of the pandemic and the lockdowns 
wasn’t as successful as we’d hoped, Beverley updated. We assume it was because people 
maybe didn’t fully trust speaking to a stranger, especially when there are many similar 
services out there, established and well-known, like the Samaritans, etc. The service has 
now been discontinued having run for a 3 month period. The volunteers from the PPG 
and Leeds Caring Hands did an amazing job during this time making themselves available 
to answer calls. 
 
Philip then asked if the practice would be amenable to display posters in the surgery to 
advertise research at the LTHT (Leeds Teaching Hospitals Trust) and Karen suggested 
setting up a PPG board in the waiting room, where we can pin ourselves our own 
communications, including posters such as those mentioned by Philip. 
 
Beverley then asked if the practice had any plans to be implemented, any new ideas etc., 
as it would be nice for the PPG to be consulted before things happen. Karen asked for an 
example of what we mean. Beverley gave the car parking as an example, explaining that 
we didn’t know about the system being installed for people to register their cars when 
they arrived until afterwards and we could have helped winning patients round, 
explaining to them how it will work etc. 
 



Another example Beverley gave was when the evening surgery times were dispensed 
with, but the PPG wasn’t informed in advance – how can we be a voice for the patients if 
we don’t know what’s happening? 
 
The third example was the Triage times – used to be until 3:30pm then it was shortened. 
Then Beverley raised the situation that currently when you ring triage and secure a 
telephone appointment you aren’t even given a rough time window and that for some 
patients, who are working, or looking after children etc. it is difficult to be sure they are 
free when the nurse or the GP rings.  
 
Beverley invited Diana to exemplify, and Diana stated that while she works from home, 
her job involves a lot of Teams video-calls, sometimes back-to-back, and some cannot be 
re-arranged. It is sometimes difficult to make sure she’s available when the call from the 
surgery comes, without knowing at least roughly when to expect it. Beverley stated that 
this will affect many patients who work or have other commitments.  
 
Karen responded that about 25% of appointments are online under the new contract, and 
that Dr Julier leads on the appointments management and that she will book a meeting 
with him to find out what’s the plan, how many appointments will now be face-to-face etc. 
 
Rosemary asked if we are going to have the evening appointments back. Karen said they 
were in discussions with the 2 PCNs on how we’re going to manage this. Because our two 
practices are in different PCNs, it’s complicated but being talked about. The Practices 
have until October to decide how to work it out. Rosemary highlighted that it’s really 
important to have at least one late opening day a week. Karen explained that the contract 
states they have to deliver a Saturday until 12 or a late evening until 8pm per patient – this 
is currently delivered through ‘hubs’ of practices and that sometimes a patient from our 
practices could be referred for a late appointment at another practice that’s part of the 
hub. Most of the PPG members were unaware of these hubs and had never been 
offered a late appointment at a different practice. Karen stated it could be specialist 
appointments such as paediatrics as well as GP appointments. 
 
Beverley said she had experience of being offered an appointment elsewhere, but the 
appointment was with a nurse, not a doctor, and she was there for 2 hours, with other 
patients seemingly being seen ahead of her despite Beverley having booked herself in at 
the reception before those patients. The receptionist eventually explained that they had 
booked in and waited in the car. Beverley hadn’t known – and wasn’t told – that she could 
wait in the car. Service was OK otherwise. 
 
Derek intervened to say that while people are saying they weren’t aware, the info about 
extended access to Rutland Lodge Medical Practice, Scott Hall Road, is on the website. 
Derek said maybe the information needs to be more visible. Note after the meeting: 
Diana has tried to find this information and it’s there, but it’s not very intuitive, easy to find. 
 



David asked which practices are included in the hub. Karen replied that it was 
Chapeltown, Burmantofts, Street Lane, Alwoodley Medical Centre, Bellbrook (near 
Harehills), and Rutland Lodge on Scott Hall Road. She explained that we have to exhaust 
our own appointments, then we have to be lucky to ‘get in there’ and secure a late 
appointment at one of the practices in the hub. 
 
Jaqui said that all this illustrates what’s wrong with Primary Care in general. It’s all so 
unnecessarily complicated. She shared that she had never been directed  to any of these, 
and she suggested we could have a more visual pathway for patients to understand how 
appointment allocation works. 
 
Karen responded that it is made even more difficult by the fact that receptionists struggle 
as they try to ask questions so they can direct patients towards the best avenue but most 
patients either just want to see a GP or are reluctant to answer the questions. They used to 
have a pathway but because they are met with so much resistance from patients, they just 
fill the GP appointments as it’s quicker. Now we have a bigger, new, trained reception 
team and we will have more time to embed this both on patients’ and receptionists’ side. 
 
Jaqui added that she hoped we, the PPG, will have a role in this. Karen replied that yes, 
she’d like the PPG to be involved in getting this message/education out to patients that 
they need to trust the process. 
 
Rosemary said she wanted to be a bit ‘the devil’s advocate’ and commented that she’s 
quite open to the idea but that people will always struggle to disclose details of a 
personal issue to a stranger who is not a medical professional. Karen replied there are 
lots of options but patients don’t allow receptionists to steer them in any other direction 
but a GP appointment. 
 
Beverley said this is the type of thing we should be consulted about as patients don’t 
understand all this and we could help clarify and influence. 
 
LEAVE A GAP – New Campaign 
 
Karen and Beverley updated everyone on the new NHS Campaign. During the 
pandemic, reports of abuse directed at doctors’ surgery staff and community pharmacy 
teams have soared. 
  
In response, the CCG has teamed up with colleagues in the West Yorkshire Partnership to 
develop a new campaign to make people think about the consequences of abusive 
behaviour. Co-produced with staff and patients, the campaign recognises that services 
are extremely busy, and it can be frustrating for people accessing care. The campaign 
reminds people we’re all here to help each other and emphasises the importance of all 
round understanding and kindness. 
  
A series of images created as part of the campaign aims to make people think about the 



gap that will be left if staff leave their role due to abuse. 
  
This comes following an unprecedented level of need for advice and appointments in 
primary care. There has been a 15% increase in demand since the same time two years 
ago with community pharmacies managing increasing numbers of people, many GP 
practices receiving more than 1,000 telephone calls every day, alongside delivering 
lifesaving-flu and COVID-19 vaccines. 
  
Abuse directed at GP practices and community pharmacy teams means receptionist and 
counter staff deal with the most insults and threats. As a vital part of the health care team, 
they are skilled in helping care for people and treating all information confidentially. They 
ask questions to direct people to the best support and are trying to help. Sadly, however, 
teams have been spat and sworn at, their cars damaged, received death threats and been 
in tears, regularly. 
  
Printed materials have been distributed to practices and pharmacies. 
 
Beverley double-checked again the status of the activity room promised as part of the 
new building to replace Milan St. Surgery. She mentioned she was invited to a remote 
meeting with the planners  and she summarised what she told them about the necessity of 
an activities room for Caring Hands and Diana, who had also been on the same meeting 
as Beverley seconded that, adding that patients from Milan St can’t come to Harrogate Rd. 
and miss out on a lot of what Caring Hands does.  
 
Mary added that activities, such as presentations, lectures on, for example, diabetes, have 
more credibility if held in a professional setting, such as the surgery’s building, and they 
would trust that setting more. 
 
Beverley ended this topic by asking Karen to check on this. Karen says she saw plans and 
knows they will probably rent out to the community some of the space, apart from the two 
floors which are ours (the surgery floors). Beverley repeated her request to please check if 
they still have that room set aside, as previously discussed. 
 
Philip then raised that some of the information on the website is still out of date, and 
Karen confirmed she will involved Philip and Diana in updating the website. 
 
David summarised that info for patients needs to be more proactively given, shown both 
on the website and receptionists trained to provide this info to patients, especially about 
the hub appointments. 
 
Philomena asked how many of these appointments are emergency appointments? Karen 
replied that there is always a GP until 6pm and one other member of the clinical team, so 
most appointments tend to be for more elderly, frailer patients or children needing to be 
seen, as children tend to deteriorate very quickly. 
 



Diana raised a question about whether there are any plans to better coordinate between 
the NHS / Primary Care and the private sector. For example, it’s frustrating that the GP 
cannot see any test results unless the private consultant sends them over and sometimes 
that can take ages, complicated by the fact that as a patient at a private hospital, you can’t 
ask to be given scan results, x-rays or blood test results so you can’t take them to the GP 
yourself and you don’t know what’s happening yourself until you see the consultant again 
and that can be even a month, depending on availability. Karen replied this is down to 
the private consultant and that the GP cannot do anything about it.  
 
At this point, with no other business, Beverley closed the meeting , thanking everyone for 
their time and advising that, as always, she will write to everyone with the date for the next 
meeting, which will also be, as mentioned before, the AGM. 
 
END OF MEETING 
 
 
 
 
 


